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Abstract. Graph drawing software are now commonly used. However,
the choice of a well-adapted program may be hard for an inexperienced
user. This poster presents a website (http://www.polytech.univ-nantes.
fr/GVSR/) built to help users choose a program adapted to their prob-
lems. So far, this site uniformely presents fifty programs and aims at
helping users both in their choices and in comparing the programs.

The current profusion of available graph drawing programs lets the non-
specialist user often confused. Some programs have been developed in close
partnership with the scientific community (e.g. Pajek for social networks). But
generally speaking, the choice of a program well-adapted to both the data and
the methodology remains difficult for a user expert in his field but not in graph
drawing. Recent books can be used as guides [1,2], and several websites present
lists of general or specialized programs [3,4,5] or synthetic views of different
types of layouts [6]. However, either the information is too complex for a non-
specialist or it is presented incompletely or in a heterogeneous form uneasy to
explore. Consequently much effort is required to compare the various programs.

Those restrictions led us to develop a website called “Graph Visualization

Software References” (http://www.polytech.univ-nantes.fr/GVSR/). Built
as a directory, it presents the programs with a uniform text-based description
along with a screenshot. This site keeps evolving and so far contains about fifty
various software descriptions classified into five types: libraries, visualization
tools, knowledge representation, 3D only tools, and specific tools. Our objec-
tives are to facilitate the users’ choices and to compare programs with common
criteria.

Each program has its own description card (Fig. 1) made of a screenshot,
general information (e.g. author(s)’ name, website, . . . ), specific information on
the visualization (e.g. possible uses, graph type(s), . . . ), technical information
(e.g. operating system(s), license(s), . . . ) and references (e.g. publication(s), web-
site(s)). Each card is described by an XML file. The files are managed with the
native XML database “Exist ”. Some of the existing functionalities are an auto-
matic indexing of the data and an organization of the XML files in collections
like in a computer hard-disk. The communication with the user’s web browser is
done with the Apache Tomcat servlet container via “JavaServer Pages (JSP)”.
This technology allows to easily create websites with a dynamic content indepen-
dent from the server and client architectures. In addition, the site allows users



to propose new programs by simply completing an enclosed form. Finally, the
site has an XQUERY-based search engine.

Fig. 1. Example of a software description card.

The content of the site keeps evolving by the addition of new programs and
new functionalities. We are currently working on a benchmark for comparing
different programs on the same graph base. However, as the graph description
format is different for each program, we are working on a format converter via

the Graph Exchange Language (GXL) [7].
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